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Abstract. Measurement or observation error is common in ecological data: as citizen sci-
entists and automated algorithms play larger roles processing growing volumes of data to
address problems at large scales, concerns about data quality and strategies for improving it
have received greater focus. However, practical guidance pertaining to fundamental data qual-
ity questions for data users or managers—how accurate do data need to be and what is the best
or most efficient way to improve it?—remains limited. We present a generalizable framework
for evaluating data quality and identifying remediation practices, and demonstrate the frame-
work using trail camera images classified using crowdsourcing to determine acceptable rates of
misclassification and identify optimal remediation strategies for analysis using occupancy
models. We used expert validation to estimate baseline classification accuracy and simulation
to determine the sensitivity of two occupancy estimators (standard and false-positive exten-
sions) to different empirical misclassification rates. We used regression techniques to identify
important predictors of misclassification and prioritize remediation strategies. More than 93%
of images were accurately classified, but simulation results suggested that most species were
not identified accurately enough to permit distribution estimation at our predefined threshold
for accuracy (<5% absolute bias). A model developed to screen incorrect classifications pre-
dicted misclassified images with >97% accuracy: enough to meet our accuracy threshold. Occu-
pancy models that accounted for false-positive error provided even more accurate inference
even at high rates of misclassification (30%). As simulation suggested occupancy models were
less sensitive to additional false-negative error, screening models or fitting occupancy models
accounting for false-positive error emerged as efficient data remediation solutions. Combining
simulation-based sensitivity analysis with empirical estimation of baseline error and its vari-
ability allows users and managers of potentially error-prone data to identify and fix problem-
atic data more efficiently. It may be particularly helpful for “big data” efforts dependent upon
citizen scientists or automated classification algorithms with many downstream users, but
given the ubiquity of observation or measurement error, even conventional studies may benefit
from focusing more attention upon data quality.

Key words: automated classification; citizen science; crowdsourcing; false-positive error;
misclassification; remote camera; species distribution model.

INTRODUCTION

Applied ecologists increasingly study phenomena and
tackle problems occurring at massive spatial scales
(La Sorte et al. 2018). This shift has been driven by
increased rates of data collection provided by citizen

scientists or automated recording devices (Sullivan et al.
2009, Steenweg et al. 2017), increased capacity to store
and share data (e.g., Bonney et al. 2009), and new tools
to process growing volumes of data more quickly (Swan-
son et al. 2016, Norouzzadeh et al. 2018). Reassigning
data processing or classification previously performed
by trained experts to groups of volunteers or machine-
learning algorithms can be time and cost effective, but
potentially introduces additional measurement or obser-
vation error that can result in biased or more uncertain
inference (Dickinson et al. 2010, Gardiner et al. 2012,
Kosmala et al. 2016, McShea et al. 2016, Abra et al.
2018). Ensuring sufficient data quality is an intrinsic
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component of most automated data processing efforts
and established citizen science programs (Bonter et al.
2012, Kosmala et al. 2016), and carries important conse-
quences for broad-scale ecological monitoring (Gardiner
et al. 2012).
To improve the quality of data processed by either citi-

zen scientist or machine-learning algorithms, practition-
ers can choose from a few general approaches.
Practitioners can reduce the complexity of the classifica-
tion task or, more specific to citizen scientists, alter the
classification interface (Kosmala et al. 2016). They can
attempt to improve baseline performance by altering
training protocols, like providing an algorithm or volun-
teer a larger pool of data to learn from, or increasing the
number of parameters that an algorithm uses for classifi-
cation (Norouzzadeh et al. 2018, Tabak et al. 2018).
They can attempt to manipulate data accuracy after col-
lection or classification, by, for example, determining
indicators of unreliable data so that it can be censured
from further analysis (Alldredge et al. 2007, Bonter
et al. 2012, Swanson et al. 2016). Implementing these
actions and evaluating their success generally requires
having reference data (produced by expert verification or
under controlled experimental settings) to gauge accu-
racy (Crall et al. 2011, Miller et al. 2015). Finally,
researchers can use more sophisticated analyses that
explicitly account for additional sampling error types or
sources of error variability. These can be parameterized
by assuming error types or variability exist without
explicit knowledge of their structure (Royle and Link
2006, Bird et al. 2014), or parameters may be informed
by the results of an experimental evaluation exercise or
post hoc evaluation (Chambert et al. 2015, Ruiz-
Guti�errez et al. 2016).
While data quality assurance is an important compo-

nent of any ecological investigation, most empirical eval-
uations exhibit two major limitations. First, most studies
that evaluate data quality use estimates of measurement
error or changes in measurement error within the raw
data to quantify baseline quality or the improvements
induced by an intervention (but see Gardiner et al. 2012,
Butt et al. 2013). However, the impetus for improving
data quality is not to produce better or more accurate
data for its own sake, but to improve ecological infer-
ences made after analyzing the data. Metrics reported by
many applications (e.g., misclassification rates, measure-
ment variance) describe how accurate a given data set is
or has become, but do not necessarily effectively describe
how useful it or has become for addressing focal
questions. We contend that data quality is better concep-
tualized as a mixture of data accuracy and planned anal-
yses, and should thus be defined as a threshold for
accuracy that allows one to achieve a specific analytical
objective.
A second limitation, more specific to citizen science, is

a focus on the efficacy of a single method for improving
data quality (e.g., data screening, Bonter et al. 2012,
Swanson et al. 2016; considering alternative analysis

structures, Isaac et al. 2014) rather than considering
multiple approaches (e.g., improving volunteer profi-
ciency vs. using a more complex statistical model). Eval-
uating data quality carries costs associated with expert
verification or experimental calibration, and evaluating
subsequent remediation actions require further
resources. Identifying potential action or actions with a
strong likelihood of success is critical for efficiently
achieving and maintaining data quality. Many citizen
science projects employ multiple methods for ensuring
data quality (Wiggins and Crowston 2015), which both
suggests that many projects currently have data that
could be used to rank or prioritize potential remediation
actions, and that many projects may be implementing
inefficient remediation actions.
These specific limitations can be summarized as ques-

tions that ecologists increasingly feel pressure to address
when leveraging big data: how accurate does a data set
need to be and what is the best way to remediate existing
error? As project managers attempting to implement a
citizen science project designed to support natural
resource management decisions, we found that although
there was a great deal of literature that described specific
components of data quality or remediation (Bird et al.
2014, Lewandowski and Specht 2015, Ruiz-Guti�errez
et al. 2016, Swanson et al. 2016) or highlighted the gen-
eral importance of these concepts (Kosmala et al. 2016),
guidance for pragmatic implementation was limited. As
researchers wishing to use the data, we wanted to ensure
that the questions we (or future downstream users)
wished to ask could be reliably answered.
We present a generalizable framework for evaluating

data quality and data remediation practices and apply it
to improve the design and implementation of a broad-
scale survey and monitoring effort using camera trap
data collected and classified by citizen scientists. Our
goals were to determine baseline data accuracy, deter-
mine data quality by evaluating how current levels of
misclassification influenced species distribution infer-
ences made using occupancy models (MacKenzie et al.
2002), and evaluate the potential efficacy of alternative
strategies that might be employed to improve inferences.
Our framework integrates the needs of project managers,
data curators, analysts, and ecologists into a complete
platform for assessing data quality.

METHODS

Framework

A complete data and remediation evaluation process
will generally follow a six-step sequential framework
(Fig. 1). To evaluate data, investigators must (1) define
desired data quality explicitly in terms of study objec-
tives grounded in specific analyses or estimates, (2)
estimate existing levels of accuracy or error within the
data set, and (3) estimate a requisite level of accuracy
or error within the raw data that allows study objectives
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to be achieved. Remediation evaluation includes (4)
identifying possible actions, (5) exploring important
sources of variation in error within a data set to target a
specific action or set of actions to evaluate, and (6)
implementing and evaluating candidate actions to deter-
mine whether any meet the defined data quality objec-
tive. This process is likely to be iterative and adaptive
over the duration of the study (Kosmala et al. 2016).
Below, we describe each step and our implementation in
more detail.

Defining data quality

We view the definition of data quality as the most fun-
damental component of any evaluation process. It
requires investigators to codify research objectives and
planned analyses: what is to be estimated, how is it going
to be estimated, and how well does it need to be esti-
mated? These decisions are analogous to standard study
design decisions (e.g., choosing type I vs. type II errors)
and will largely depend upon project goals and how
specific components of any estimation process are priori-
tized or weighted.
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

(WDNR) implemented Snapshot Wisconsin to support
wildlife management decision-making by documenting
rare or endangered species and providing information
about the spatial and temporal population variability in
species of managerial interest. Although there are sev-
eral distinct analyses that are likely to be used to accom-
plish project objectives, we treat occupancy estimation
as our planned analysis for evaluating data quality, as it
is of direct interest for rare or incidental species, can pro-
vide insights into spatial variation in population size for
low-density and solitary species (Linden et al. 2017),
and may provide information about population changes
over time if certain assumptions hold (Ellis et al. 2014).

We defined adequate data (or adequate data
improvement) as that which permitted us to estimate
occurrence probability with <5% absolute expected
bias and <10% root-mean-square error given that
an occupancy model was correctly parameterized. We
defined a second, less stringent, definition of adequacy
as being able to correctly estimate the directional
effect of important predictors (here, predictors with
log-odds effect of 1 or 2 per SD unit change) with
>95% power at a = 0.05. These definitions character-
ize project capacity to produce outputs that might
serve as sufficient baselines for subsequent monitoring,
or alternatively, capacity to identify regions where spe-
cies were relatively more or less common and impor-
tant distribution correlates (Guillera-Arroita et al.
2015).

Estimating existing data accuracy

Once data quality has been defined, determining
whether existing data are sufficient requires both esti-
mating existing rates of error using controlled experi-
mental settings or post-hoc verification (Crall et al.
2011, Miller et al. 2015), and estimating requisite rates
of error that translate to data of acceptable quality.
We reviewed 19,212 images each classified by multiple

volunteers on a crowdsourcing platform to determine
the “true” species in each image (Appendix S2 contains
more detail, also see Data S2). We used the results of this
review to estimate species-specific probabilities that a
species was classified as present when not (false-positive
error probability) or was missed when present (false-
negative error probability). We used a Bayesian
approach to estimate these parameters, assuming correct
(or incorrect) classifications yi ~ Bernoulli (h), and
defined a prior distribution for h as Beta (1, 1). This con-
jugate parameterization permitted us to analytically
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FIG. 1. Conceptual diagram of the sequential process described for evaluating data quality and data remediation actions intro-
duced in Methods: Framework.
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derive the posterior distribution of error parameters ĥ as
Beta (1þPn

i¼1 Iðyi ¼ 1Þ, 1þPn
i¼1 Iðyi ¼ 0Þ).

Estimating requisite data accuracy

In some cases, deriving requisite data accuracy is as
straightforward as evaluating moments or summaries of
the data. For example, if data quality is defined as being
able to achieve <10% absolute bias in the prevalence of
some binary phenomena, then data are sufficient if the
difference between false-positive and false-negative clas-
sification error is <10%. Because data produced by citi-
zen scientists and automated detectors or algorithms is
often aggregated in varied ways and analyzed using more
complex techniques that make it difficult to understand
the relationship between sample error and estimator
error, simulation may be required to translate data accu-
racy into data quality.
We used simulation (see Data S1) to evaluate the sensi-

tivity of two occupancy estimators to image misclassifica-
tion and to determine target error thresholds that would
permit sufficiently accurate estimates. Simulations were
fixed as having 25 temporal replicates (each equivalent to
a 24-h period, a sampling interval commonly used in
analyses of trail camera images) and 500 spatial replicates,
levels of survey effort that approximate the minimum
sampling effort we might use for an occupancy analysis.
Site-specific values for occupancy and detection parame-
ters were implemented as logit-linear values: logit (wi,

sim) = b0 + b1Xi,sim,1 + b2Xi,sim,2, where b0 = either �1 or
1, b1 =�2, and b2 = 1; logit (pi,sim) = a0 + a1Xi,sim,1 + a2
X

i
,sim,2, where a0 = either �2 or �3, a1 = �1, a2 = 1,

and i indexes specific sites. All covariate values were simu-
lated as Normal (0, 1). Thus, at an average site where X1

and X2 = 0, expected occupancy probability (w) was
roughly 26% or 73%, expected per-sample detection prob-
ability given presence (p) was roughly 5% or 12%, and
expected cumulative detection probabilities over the 25 d
sampling duration (P*) were roughly 76% or 94%. Aver-
age parameter values were selected to represent differ-
ences between relatively rare and common species based
on derivations from previous camera-based occupancy
studies in the state (Clare et al. 2015, 2016).
Observations were initially generated as yi,sim ~ Ber-

noulli (zi,sim, 9 pi,sim), where zi,sim is the occupancy state
for a site/simulation combination and was generated as
zi,sim ~ Bernoulli (wi,sim). We then induced additional
false-negative and false-positive classification error
within each simulated data set: 3%, 10%, or 30% of the
true detections were thinned, and additional false-posi-
tive detections were distributed across all sampling inter-
vals such that 3%, 10%, or 30% of all detections were
false positives (Appendix S3). Assuming each sampling
interval contains at most one true and one false-positive
detection, this translates empirical estimates of error per-
centages at the observational level to model inputs (see
Appendices S3 and S4 for more discussion of this issue).
We simulated 300 data sets for each combination of

parameter values, and fit occupancy models to each data
set using Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation (three
chains each consisting of 2,000 adaptation steps and
3,000 samples) using JAGS v3.4 (Plummer 2003)
through the R library jagsUI (Kellner 2015). This analy-
sis and all others were performed using R v3.2 (R Core
Team 2015). We assumed convergence if r̂ < 1.1
(Gelman and Rubin 1992) and traceplots indicated ade-
quate mixing. We evaluated sensitivity to misclassifica-
tion error using the mean error and relative bias of
finite-sample occupancy estimates (the proportion of
occupied sampled sites, PAO, Royle and Kery 2007), the
relative bias of b̂, and empirical power to detect the cor-
rect directional effect of beta parameters.
For a subset of simulated scenarios (Appendix S3), we

evaluated false-positive occupancy models as a statistical
data remediation action following the observation-con-
firmation protocol described by Chambert et al. (2015).
Chambert et al.’s (2015) model assumes that at a subset
of sites, all temporally replicated observations are con-
firmed after the fact as either containing no detections,
only true positive detection(s), only false-positive detec-
tion(s), or both true and false-positive detections. The
validation process allows estimation of parameters s0
and s1, which reflect the probabilities of recording >0
false-positive or true detections at a site during a specific
sampling interval j. At sites lacking verification, the
observation process is treated as yi,j ~ Bernoulli (zi 9
p11 + [1 � zi] 9 p10), where p11 and p10 are true and
false probabilities of detection derived from the parame-
ters s0 and s1. We modified the original model descrip-
tion to reflect a more efficient and realistic validation
process for our project by only subjecting sampling inter-
vals containing positive detections to simulated valida-
tion and simulating the validation process as randomly
occurring across sampling intervals rather than at all
intervals at specific sites. Because the parameters s0 and
s1 are unknown prior to model-fitting, and in most set-
tings, investigators are more likely to have a sense of mis-
classification rates or probabilities within the raw data,
we induced false-positive and additional false-negative
error as before (equivalent false-positive and negative
rates of 3%, 10%, or 30%). We fixed the proportion of
simulated samples that were validated as either 10%,
30%, or 50% of detections, and evaluated estimator sen-
sitivity to error as described above. We defined prior dis-
tributions as Uniform (0,1) for probability parameters or
intercepts on the logit�1 scale, and Normal (0, 2.5) for
coefficients. Model sensitivity point estimates and uncer-
tainty intervals were derived using the mean and 95%
highest density intervals of the posterior distribution.

Identifying and narrowing candidate remediation actions

Many (non-statistical) remediation actions can be
used to achieve a desired level of data quality. Fully eval-
uating the efficacy of manipulating a project interface or
altering training protocols can be time consuming. One
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way to narrow the list of potential remediation actions is
to compare how effectively variables associated with dif-
ferent actions explain error. Because there may be many
potential variables deserving consideration, initially
focusing on factors that encompass several more
detailed predictors can expedite the remediation process.
We considered four general remediation strategies.

First, there were differences in sampling protocols as the
program evolved over time; images were uploaded and
classified as sequential non-overlapping batches (“sea-
sons” hereafter). There were season-specific differences
in image quality (lower in one season due to camera
firmware settings), camera models (Reconyx HC600 and
HC500 models vs. Bushnell Trophy Cam Pro models;
Holmen, WI, USA), camera placement strategies (the
seasons we evaluated variably focused upon sampling
aquatic mammal monitoring or ungulates), how images
were presented to online citizen classifiers (single pho-
tographs vs. sequences of three affiliated triggers), and
minor changes to the user interface. If classification
error varied strongly by season, it would suggest that
error was sensitive to changes in data collection proto-
cols and how data were presented for classification. This
would further imply that modifications to the interface
or overarching project protocols deserved prioritization
as means to reduce error, and that specific terms associ-
ated with protocol differences could be used to screen
data or model misclassification.
Second, we hypothesized that intrinsic differences in

the placement of specific cameras might be a cause of
classification error. This would suggest that changes to
the specific guidelines for camera placement, or includ-
ing random error terms for distinct camera locations
or locational covariates (e.g., camera-specific height)
when trying to predict misclassification could be useful
strategies.
Finally, we hypothesized that error structure might

result from inherent interspecific differences in false-
negative error (difficulty correctly identifying certain
species) or false-positive error (volunteers more likely to
default to certain species given uncertainty). If error was
better explained by the true species in the image, it
would indicate that additional training aimed at helping
volunteers distinguish species might be most useful, as
the true species in an image is typically unknown with-
out further evaluation and thus impractical to use a term
to predict error. If classification error was best predicted
by the crowd-reported consensus, it would indicate that
a strategy focusing on predicting misclassification error
including terms for the reported consensus species
(as well as terms associated with other general factors
considered) might be optimal. Alternatively, it might
suggest that interface modifications that allowed volun-
teers to report metrics of classification uncertainty might
be useful.
We fit generalized linear models with a binary

response (crowdsourced consensus classification correct
or not) and a single factorial predictor (season, camera

site, true species identification, or the consensus species).
We used Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) to rank
the prioritization of each general remediation strategy
deserving more detailed follow-up analysis (Burnham
and Anderson 2002). Data here were 17,139 images that
we considered identifiable (i.e., the “true” species was
not unknown) that had sufficient metadata to allow
more targeted follow up analysis.

Implementing and evaluating remediation action

After narrowing the list of remediation strategies,
next steps often include identifying specific variables to
manipulate, implementing an action or correction, and
then evaluating whether the action improves data qual-
ity. For example, had “season” been identified as the
most important factor for explaining misclassifications
in our data, we would have evaluated variability
in error as a function of specific interface compone-
nts, altered components in the classification interface
strongly associated with error, and reviewed subsequent
crowdsourced classifications to determine whether the
changes had been effective. In some cases, the steps
above can be considered simultaneously. In this case,
the single best explanatory factor for misclassification
was the reported species identity, and simulations sug-
gested that the influence of additional false-negative
error was negligible (see Results). Thus, developing a
screening model to predict misclassified images for sub-
sequent review or censure served jointly as a more
detailed exploration of error and as a remediation
action that we could directly evaluate based upon model
performance.
We split the data into training (10,270 images, 60%)

and testing partitions (6,869 images, 40%), and consid-
ered several specific predictors that we hypothesized
were directly contributing to image misclassification
(Table 1). These included predictors reflecting the pro-
portion of volunteers whom selected the consensus clas-
sification (the strength of consensus), variation in
camera placement settings, date effects to capture sea-
sonal variation in the appearance of species, time effects
to capture diel variation in lighting and camera flash
mode, and image settings or qualities. Finally, we consid-
ered a predictor that would capture variation in error as
a function of volunteers viewing images at random: sud-
den changes in the reported chronicity of species at a
specific camera location. We fit candidate generalized
linear (mixed) models that either shared intercepts and
slopes across species (sensu Swanson et al. 2016),
allowed intercepts to randomly vary across species, or
allowed intercepts and slopes to randomly vary across
species using Hamiltonian Markov chain Monte Carlo
via the R library rstanarm (Gabry and Goodrich 2016).
We used default priors (intercept and coefficient priors
for scaled data were, respectively, N(0, 10) and N(0,
2.5)), and simulation settings consisted of four chains
with 1,000 burn-in and 1,000 posterior samples, or if
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necessary for convergence, 4,000 burn-in and 4,000 pos-
terior samples each.
We compared models and assessed screening perfor-

mance using out-of-sample measures of the Receiver
Operating Characteristic area under the curve (AUC),
partial area under the curve up to a false-positive thresh-
old of 0.1 (pAUC, McClish 1989), the maximum value
of Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) at any cut
point (Matthews 1975), and the positive predictive value
(PPV) at a classification cut point of 0.5. These metrics
(implemented for the full test partition and different
subsets of interest) provide direct information about the
accuracy of the data that might enter an occupancy
model after a potential screening process and was imple-
mented information about how many true positive
detections might be discarded during a screening pro-
cess. Point estimates and uncertainty intervals were
derived from the mean and 95% highest density intervals
of the posterior predictive distribution. We used test sub-
sets to explore trade-offs between false-positive and
false-negative error relative to our simulation results
(i.e., how many true detections would be lost during a
screening process to achieve an acceptable level of false-
positive error?).

RESULTS

Estimating existing data accuracy

Across the full data set, the accuracy of crowdsourced
species classifications was 93.4%, but false-positive and
false-negative error varied considerably across species
(Fig. 2). More commonly encountered species were gen-
erally subject to less false-positive and false-negative
error (Fig. 3). Exceptions include lagomorphs, as brown
phenophase snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) were
commonly misclassified as cottontails (Sylvilagus
floridanus, Appendix S1: Table S1 and Fig. S3), and
“unknown” species without consensus (often clearly
identifiable to experts).

Estimating requisite data accuracy

Simulation results suggested that all false-positive
rates considered led to overestimation of species distri-
bution using the base occupancy model and shrank esti-
mates of occurrence associations (Fig. 4). These were
more pronounced when species were more easily
detected and narrowly distributed. Still, our criteria for
data adequacy (expected absolute bias <0.05) was met
when false-positive rates were 3%, and most models fit
to simulated data estimated the directional covariate
effect correctly (empirical power was as low as 96%, but
most commonly 100%). In contrast, additional false-
negative error had little influence on estimator perfor-
mance (Appendix S1: Table S3). Importantly, if a 3%
false-positive proportion was used to define adequate
data quality, only four species appeared to be classified
with sufficient baseline accuracy (Fig. 2). Occupancy
models accounting for false-positive error provided
unbiased inference across all error rates considered
(Fig. 5). Estimator performance improved as more sam-
pling intervals were validated (Fig. 6), but the rate of
improvement decreased as more samples were validated.
That is, the largest gains in performance were associated
with shifting from a standard occupancy model to one
accommodating false-positive error.

Identifying and narrowing candidate remediation actions

Interspecific factors (the true species or reported spe-
cies in the image) explained far more misclassification
variability than differences in season or camera location
(DAIC >1,000, Appendix S1: Table S4), indicating spe-
cies identity was more strongly associated with classifica-
tion error than elements of the classification interface or
camera placement. The reported putative species within
the image explained error more effectively than the true
species (AIC xi = 1), implying more interspecific vari-
ability in false-positive error than false-negative error
and that implementing data screening to flag potential
false-positive classifications was a potentially useful
remediation strategy.

TABLE 1. Candidate covariates considered within generalized
linear mixed-modeling of crowdsourced species classification
error of trail camera images.

Predictor Description

User
proportion†

proportion of users voting for consensus
species

jday† day of year (1 January = 1)
dectime† decimal hour photo was taken

(military
time)

TWSC† time-weighted species change‡
Height camera height above ground level (feet)
Distance camera distance to target trail (feet)
Evenness Pielou evenness index of individual

classifications
Sequence
type

dummy variable for presentation as a
sequence (vs. individual image)

Resolution dummy variable indicating a low resolution
image

†Covariate was used within candidate model for predicting
classification error. Other covariates in the table were consid-
ered, but not ultimately included within the modeling effort due
to limited support in exploratory analyses or collinearity with
other predictors.
‡Time-weighted species change (TWSC) is derived based

upon the chronology of crowd-reported species at a specific
camera location. Let ix,b serve as an indicator variable repre-
senting whether the reported species in sequential image x and
image x � 1 are different (1) or the same (0), with ix,a serving
analogously for image x and x + 1, and let tx,b and tx,a, respec-
tively, represent the decimal time (in hours) separating image x
and image x � 1 and for image x and x + 1. TWSC is calcu-
lated as ix,b 9 (1/tx,b) + ix,a 9 (1/tx,a). A larger value of TWSC
indicates a sudden change in the species recorded at a specific
camera location (the maximum value occurs when images A, B,
and C are each separated by the minimum trigger interval of
15 s and record species A, B, A or B, A, B).
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Implementing and evaluating remediation action

The best performing misclassification screening model
performed very strongly on out of sample data
(AUC = 0.97, 95% CRI = 0.96–0.97; pAUC = 0.80,
95% CRI = 0.77–0.83; PPV = 0.97, 95% CRI = 0.97–
0.98; MCC = 0.68, 95% CRI = 0.66–0.69, Appendix S1:
Table S5), suggesting that across all species, censuring
images predicted to be misclassified provided adequate
data without substantial removal of correct classifica-
tions. It included random intercepts and coefficients
(using reported consensus species as the grouping effect)
associated with a quadratic effect of day of year, the pro-
portion of users voting for the consensus, and the effect
of sudden changes in the chronology of species at speci-
fic camera station (definitions in Table 1). The probabil-
ity of the crowdsourced consensus being correct
increased as more volunteers agreed on the consensus
species and was less likely if the species reported at a
specific camera changed over rapid intervals (e.g., bear
present, deer present, bear present within one minute;
Fig. 7).
Screening performance varied substantively across

organismal groups (Appendix S1: Table S6). We were
better able to discriminate between true and false clas-
sifications of common species that were intrinsically
classified with greater accuracy. For example, to
achieve a false-positive rate of <3% within test-parti-
tioned black bear (Ursus americanus) pictures required
censuring <2% of the data; to achieve the same false-

positive threshold for canids required censuring 52.3%
of the recorded observations and discarding more
than 40% of the true positive classifications in the
process (i.e., enacting an additional false-negative
error beyond what was simulated). Post-hoc simula-
tions corresponding to this scenario (70% of true
detections removed and 3% false-positive detections
induced) suggested the base occupancy estimator still
performed adequately under simulated sampling con-
ditions after severe data censuring (mean error = 0.02,
RMSE <0.04).

DISCUSSION

Ecologists have always faced sampling limitations and
imperfections. Empirical comparisons of sampling meth-
ods (Clare et al. 2017), power analysis and related simu-
lation approaches (Ellis et al. 2014), and other
techniques are commonly used to determine how much
sampling effort is required and how to allocate available
resources most efficiently. Determining how much data
are needed and how more data can be collected have his-
torically been preeminent study design foci, and they
remain important considerations. Although our titular
questions are analogous, they have seen less attention by
practitioners as a whole (Miller et al. 2015), which is
problematic because measurement or observation error
is found within nearly every study in which it is directly
evaluated (McClintock et al. 2010, Butt et al. 2013).
Our specific results are most germane for the growing

FIG. 2. False-negative (left) and false-positive (right) probabilities estimated with expert validation of crowdsourced trail camera
image classification. Whiskers represent 95% credible intervals. The gray shaded area on the right panel contains a threshold for
false-positive error that simulation suggested was requisite for <5% bias using the standard occupancy estimator, and highlights that
using baseline classification results without addressing false-positive error was likely to lead to substantial bias for many species.
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number of independent efforts that use automated detec-
tion devices, citizen scientists, or both (e.g., there are
more than 20 trail camera projects hosted by Zooni-
verse). However, ensuring data quality is more broadly
important for broad-scale or even global efforts that are
scarcely feasible without the participation of citizen sci-
entists or the use of automated detection or classifica-
tion techniques (Chandler et al. 2017, Steenweg et al.
2017, Kissling et al. 2018).
So, how accurate do data need to be? We have con-

tended throughout that this depends upon specific
research or monitoring objectives and as such, is likely
to be distinct to specific studies. However, our imple-
mentation provides some insights into the state of data
reliability associated with one of the most ubiquitous
data processing tasks (species identification), one of the
most common goals in ecology (estimating species dis-
tribution), and one of the most widely used models for
estimating species distribution. The first data quality
concern associated with estimating species distribution
is that although professionals, volunteers, crowdsourced
aggregates, and machine-learning algorithms commonly
identify species accurately overall (>95%, e.g., McClin-
tock et al. 2010, Swanson et al. 2016, Norouzzadeh

et al. 2018), overall species identification accuracy is
often weighted by a few very common and easily identi-
fied species and the accuracy of individual species is
highly variable. The range of misclassification we con-
sidered here (3–30%) is not unique to our study; similar
rates of misidentification are documented across a
range of methodologies for classifying trail camera
images (McShea et al. 2016, Swanson et al. 2016,
Norouzzadeh et al. 2018, Tabak et al. 2018) or recorded
calls (Simons et al. 2007, McClintock et al. 2010,
Farmer et al. 2012, Mac Aohda et al. 2018, Priyadar-
shani et al. 2018). This suggests that despite the overall
accuracy of many data sets processed by humans with
limited training (volunteer or not) or automated algo-
rithms, there is a non-trivial risk of substantially overes-
timating the distribution of many species using many
commonly used data types. Furthermore, motivation to
further expedite data processing has led to the develop-
ment of hybrid approaches in which citizen scientist
classifications are used to train algorithms (Willi et al.
2018), which is likely to further compound existing
errors. In short, the aggregated accuracy measures often
reported are not necessarily accurate gauges of data
accuracy itself.
The second problem is that associations between data

accuracy and estimator accuracy can be extremely vari-
able, and as such, even if data accuracy is correctly
described, it can be a poor index for data quality. There
are several underlying reasons for this. First, estimator
sensitivity to error depends upon how error is being
measured or parameterized. There can be substantively
less bias when false-positive error constitutes 3% of all
detections rather than, say, happening at 3% across sites
and sampling intervals. This is likely one reason that our
simulations suggest the occupancy estimator is less sensi-
tive to false-positive error than previous empirical or
simulation studies (Miller et al. 2013, 2015, Ruiz-
Guti�errez et al. 2016); false-positive parameters are
often distinct from how species identification accuracy is
typically reported, and our estimates of s0 were generally
far smaller than the fraction of detections that were sim-
ulated as false positives. Secondly, although we generally
ignore it here, model sensitivity also depends upon how
observations are aggregated for analysis (Appendix S3).
Third, the relationship between an estimator’s relative
bias or error and data error varies as a function of the
attributes of the sampled species; less widespread species
were more sensitive to false-positive error in our simula-
tions. Finally, different estimators exhibit entirely dis-
tinct sensitivities to different amounts or types of error.
For many models, the association between data error
and estimator error may be nonlinear and dispropor-
tionate. For example, 5% more detections may translate
to 25% bias in animal abundance estimated using certain
models (Clare et al. 2018). For other models, the overall
number or rate of detections rather than their locations
may be more important. Although classification error
appears to have reshuffled species observations across
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locations, the overall prevalence of species within our
data set was largely preserved (Appendix S1: Table S1
and Fig. S1). Had we considered, for example, a random
encounter model (Rowcliffe et al. 2008) as our planned
analysis, we may have come to different data quality
conclusions.
So, if data will be less reliable and models not as

robust as desired, what can be done? In the worst-case
scenario, data accuracy or reliability cannot be quanti-
fied and no auxiliary information that might inform the

estimation of error has been collected. Here, practition-
ers can default to cautious interpretation and conserva-
tive analyses (Bird et al. 2014, Isaac et al. 2014). Our
results suggest that even with severe observation error
occurring at random, patterns in estimated occurrence
can still be monotonically correlated with the true state,
and such information may still be useful for spatially
delineating areas of managerial concern (Guillera-
Arroita et al. 2015). Alternatively, following previous
recommendations (Miller et al. 2015), practitioners can
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fit estimators in which all observations are treated as
uncertain and false-positive errors are a latent compo-
nent of the model (Royle and Link 2006). These consid-
erations also deserve attention from users of
professionally collected or classified data, which is typi-
cally comparably accurate and less thoroughly vouched
(Lewandowski and Specht 2015, Kosmala et al. 2016).

Simply having some measure or estimate of data
uncertainty, such as the confidence of an identification
algorithm or agreement between multiple human classi-
fiers, allows investigators to use more (and more effec-
tive) remediation actions. Uncertainty measures can be
used to delineate between more and less reliable data
prior to a species distribution analysis (e.g., a data
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censure), within an analysis as a distinct data type (e.g.,
the multiple detection state model described by Miller
et al. 2011), or as a covariate for error for latent error
(analogous to metrics of observer proficiency used by
Johnston et al. 2018). The efficacy of these remediation

actions depends upon how strongly confidence corre-
lates with accuracy. Within our study, agreement among
citizen scientists was associated with but not equivalent
to the expected accuracy of the classification (see also
Swanson et al. 2016). The confidence of a trained
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algorithm when applied to distinct data can be similarly
unreliable (Tabak et al. 2018).
In general, investigating data accuracy more directly

and deeply provides researchers more opportunities for
effective remediation. Investigators using experiments or
post-hoc data verification to quantify error and variability
in error will have more information about how general
project components that can be manipulated (volunteers,
protocols, interfaces) differentially contribute to error,
and will be able to make more informed and effective
decisions about how to manipulate these components. In
our case study, the classification “season” explained less
variability in classification error than the other general
project components, suggesting that potential manipula-
tions associated with differences in the platform across
seasons (e.g., minor changes to the classification interface,
or as a more expensive example, switching to different
camera models) were likely to be inefficient remediation
actions. Evidence for interspecific variation as a major
driver of classification accuracy informed the use of speci-
fies-specific random effects terms within screening models
that greatly outperformed models without random effect
terms. In turn, predictors identified as useful while explor-
ing variation in error can also be directly incorporated
within false-positive occupancy models (Chambert et al.
2015, Ruiz-Guti�errez et al. 2016), and can make these
models even more effective.
Perhaps our most strident motivation entering this

study was the contention that data quality and remedia-
tion should be evaluated within a single process. It is diffi-
cult to fix data without knowing how it is going to be

used. The viability of implementing data censuring as a
remediation action for our objective (rather than adopt-
ing the more intensive task of directly reviewing all ques-
tionable data) was directly contingent upon evidence
suggesting relative estimator insensitivity to additional
false-negative error. Simultaneously assessing data quality
and remediation (and evaluating multiple remediation
actions) also carries several synergistic benefits. Models
that are effective for screening misclassifications are also
likely to be useful parameterizations for false-positive
error within an occupancy model. Similarly, exploring
data-censoring models and sources of error provided
insights into the potential of different interface manipula-
tions aimed at reducing baseline rates of classification
error. Quantifying interspecific variability in error and
user agreement as useful indicators of accuracy directly
informed protocol changes such as highlighting com-
monly confused species (Appendix S1: Fig. S3) within the
classification interface and focusing communications with
volunteers towards providing feedback on species identi-
fied as easily confused or difficult to classify. The effects
of these actions have not been evaluated but enacting
them required trivial effort. While the best strategy for
our stated objective appears to be using occupancy mod-
els incorporating false-positive error, such extensions have
not been described for many other potential analyses, and
data censuring or other actions may circumstantially be
more effective. Although we have focused on remediation
as a matter of ensuring data quality for a specific prob-
lem, effective remediation efforts may require multiple
actions to provide investigators the flexibility to achieve
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different objectives (Kosmala et al. 2016), and imple-
menting specific actions effectively can make subsequent
actions easier to implement.
Similarly, we believe that combining data and remedi-

ation evaluations can have synergistic benefits for data
users and managers. Certainly, researchers whom explic-
itly attempt to quantify data needs will have a stronger
understanding of what questions can be answered, and
projects that quantify data accuracy have a better sense
of which data are worth collecting, but perhaps the
greatest benefits may come from sharing such informa-
tion across platforms. Projects that present quantitative
information about data reliability make it easier for
researchers to select suitable data or choose suitable
questions, and researchers that share specific data needs
make it easier for projects to set concrete targets, and in
turn, may make it easier for researchers to acquire suffi-
cient data.
Evaluating data quality and varied remediation

actions is not without cost. Analyzing simulations, veri-
fying data and conducting calibration experiments all
require time and expense, and some projects may have
few samples that can be verified. Quantifying data accu-
racy is likely the most costly component, and we
acknowledge that the classification of trail camera
images can be evaluated relatively expediently, whether
via post-hoc verification of images or by calibrating vol-
unteer performance on known samples (sensu Ruiz-
Guti�errez et al. 2016). Tabak et al. (2018) report experts
were able to classify 200 images per hour; anecdotally,
careful verification of images seems to be somewhat
slower (30–50 sequences of three images per hour). Still,
verifying thousands of classifications, even if individual
samples can be quickly processed, is not a trivial under-
taking, and we expect that many efforts have been dis-
suaded from evaluating data quality by the perceived
amount of requisite effort. The optimal size of a data
evaluation sample is difficult to generally quantify,
because it depends on the desired inferential objectives
and properties of error within the data. If data collection
is complete, the ideal size of the validation or calibration
sample may be that which provides the investigator suffi-
cient confidence that data are adequate (e.g., 95% CI
associated with error estimates in the baseline data or
associated with a screening model’s predictions indicate
that baseline or censured data are sufficient to use). Pro-
jects with ongoing data collection are likely to benefit
from evaluating data iteratively (Kosmala et al. 2016),
and the requisite sample should take into account the
ability to detect changes in baseline performance as pro-
cedures change over time.
But although specific guidelines for designing data

evaluation efforts are difficult to provide, we wish to
emphasize that a verification or calibration sample does
not need to be enormous to effectively characterize error
or improve inference, and that any effort allocated
toward evaluating data quality represents improvement
over allocating no effort. In fact, there are almost

certainly diminishing returns associated with increasing
the size of a data evaluation sample. The difference in
precision between estimates of the overall probability of
a white-tailed deer, snowshoe hare, or Sandhill Crane
image being a false positive (respectively, 95%
CRI = 0.015–0.020, 0.001–0.024, and 0.001–0.077) was
disproportionate to the difference in effort (11,650, 272,
and 45 images evaluated, respectively). The primary dif-
ference between validating 50 simulated sampling inter-
vals vs. 750 simulated sampling intervals when fitting an
occupancy model incorporating false positives was a
small gain in estimate precision. That is, a 15-fold
increase in effort allocated toward validating sampling
intervals or a 40-fold increase in effort allocated to vali-
dating deer images vs. snowshoe hare images made little
difference. Gains associated with using more complex
models to screen or describe error similarly diminished.
For example, incorporating random intercepts for spe-
cies led to substantive gains in out-of-sample predictive
performance for screening models, while gains associ-
ated with further considering random slope terms were
far smaller (Appendix S1: Table S5). We discuss further
ways in which our own data evaluation effort may have
been implemented more efficiently in Appendix S2.
Citizen scientists, automated detectors, classification

algorithms, and a commitment to data sharing have the
collective capacity to revolutionize the scope and scale
of ecological inquiry. Applied ecologists now have means
to efficiently produce or concatenate data permitting
sound inference at both fine resolution and across
extents not only meaningful to management decision
making, but more broadly, cross-jurisdictional extents
that reflect the massive scales that many important eco-
logical drivers and biodiversity threats operate at (Princ�e
and Zuckerberg 2015, Steenweg et al. 2017). Whether
the contributions made by many existing or developing
studies or monitoring programs leveraging these tech-
niques achieve the ambitions of these programs will par-
tially depend upon how willingly and widely principles
of data quality described herein are adopted.
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